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MARGENAU  Welcome to The Write Mode, a professional development 
podcast that talks about multimodality in the first-year writing 
classroom. I’m Henry Margenau… 

ARCURIO  And I’m Dayna Arcurio. 

MARGENAU  And today, we’re going to be going right to an interview we did 
with Jessica Restaino, the outgoing Director of the First-Year 
Writing Program.  

  [Intermission to interview] 

MARGENAU  We are here with Dr. Jessica Restaino, Director of the First-Year 
Writing Program here in the Department of Writing Studies at 
Montclair State University. How are you?  

RESTAINO  I'm very well this morning. Thank you.  

MARGENAU  How's that Muffin?  

RESTAINO  The chocolate chip muffin—chocolate, chocolate chip muffin—
I’m eating right now is fantastic.  

MARGENAU  Double choco chip. Double choco chip. OK. We just want it to 
work to talk to you, as you leave your stewardship of the 
program. It's been six years now; you’ve been director for six 
years?  

RESTAINO  Actually, as of June, it will be six—for what it’s worth—it will be 
six and half years, since I started in January 2012.   

MARGENAU  Wow. Is that…now, I’m going to ask some stupid questions. We 
can edit them out later, if we want.  How long is the 
directorship? Is it a six-year term? 

RESTAINO  No, the term is three years. And so you can do two terms… 
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MARGENAU  So, [Caroline] Dadas, was kind of like, “I’m not touching that?” 
[Laughter] 

RESTAINO  [Laughs] Well, I mean, actually I suppose you can actually 
continue. I don’t think there’s actually a term limit, although 
that might be something to think about, at some point. 
Although, oftentimes, folks aren’t lining, but I’ll actually say that 
two terms felt right because there was such a huge learning 
curve. 

  I really feel like it took me the first…it took me two years just to 
feel like I was just not constantly trying to catch up and fix it, 
you know, just constantly behind the 8-ball.  

  It took me two years to start to anticipate problems, as opposed 
to one to start to anticipate problems. And then it even took me 
longer than two years to start to learn different ways to react to 
the problems, when they came in, as opposed to simply literally 
just dropping everything that I was doing at that moment and 
trying to solve a problem that turns out might change. So, yeah. 
So two terms has felt really right. But, you know, it also feels 
really right for it to be ending. 

MARGENAU  So take us through from the beginning of when you started as 
director, like, had you done other administrative stuff before 
that? Like, this this wasn't your first foray into taking charge… 

RESTAINO  [Initially], when I was hired as the coordinator for the MAT 
program, which is the masters in teaching English education 
program. So, I was hired in—sort of—an academic plus an 
admin [role]. 

  Like, I had a program that I was responsible for—and, at the 
time—that program was really, pretty vibrant, you know, and it 
was also a little bit of an outlier, you know, [because] it was in 
the English department, but it was typically, like, my colleagues 
in English often didn’t totally know exactly what was going on 
with it, but those students would be in the classes.  

  So I did that up until I made the switch to first-year writing, 
which is a much bigger operation, but, still… 

MARGENAU  You had some experience under your belt, until… 

   



RESTAINO  Yeah, with advising and program issues, and enrollment issues 
and, also with kind of working with the larger university to try to 
get things done, which is a huge part of the first-year writing 
gig. 

MARGENAU  So, you took it over after Emily Isaacs—so, where did she leave 
the program and where did you pick it up? 

  A question that Dayna jotted down was, like, what were your 
first initiatives for the program? Like, where did you begin? 
What was your project?  

RESTAINO  Right. Oh, that’s such a great question. 

MARGENAU  Thank you, Dayna.  

ARCURIO  You’re welcome.  

RESTAINO  Thank you, Dayna; that was a great question. 

MARGENAU  Dayna is literally [sitting] behind the Snowball [microphone]  

  [Laughter by all] 

ARCURIO  That’s my life [Laughter]  

RESTAINO  You know, Emily [Isaacs] built so much of the program. It was 
really, it was, it was very good for me to follow her—in part—
because I’m weaker in widespread program assessment that 
she is particularly dedicated and skilled at. And, so, the fact that 
I inherited a program that she had built a lot of those kind of 
assessments into was probably really good because if I had the 
task of building them—from the ground up—it would have 
either taken a much longer time, or I would have not known to 
do so, you know; it just isn’t as …it’s not quite as natural to me.  

  And so I learned a lot from inheriting some of the assessment 
structures that she put in. Yeah. So, I guess that’s the first 
answer. Is that the first answer to your question? 

ARCURIO  Yeah, and it’s a fun fact that Jess actually helped—in addition to 
bringing initiatives to first-year writing program, when she took 
over—but also she helped to establish this podcast that we’re 
listening to  and we’re creating. 

    



  I remember—what was it last year?—we were at admin week 
and we talked about having this asynchronous professional 
development—like a brown bag—with something that could be 
virtual and folks could take with them. And, so thank you, for 
actually inspiring us to do this.  

  …do you remember that? [Laughter by all] 

MARGENAU  [Laughs] Just take credit for it. 

RESTAINO  It’s so funny because I [pauses] wow, I mean, I Just…this is going 
to become an emotional interview for me, I’m realizing.  

ARCURIO  I already have a box of tissues… 

MARGENAU  I have some violin music… 

RESTAINO  [Laughs]  

  I mean, I feel like so much of my contribution in the six and a 
half years of directing this program has been about actually just 
kind of following the threads of faculty innovation, you know, 
and knowing to follow it, and knowing that it’s there. 

  I mean, I think, I would actually say—you know—it’s kind of…I 
would say that’s probably one of my strength areas; one of my 
contributions. And then something that I have then also 
benefited tremendously from. Because I, you know, over all of 
the time that I’ve been directing this program, whatever the 
challenges have been—however, you know, whatever big 
problems we’ve had to navigate—I am just routinely awash in 
this kind of like, “How do we get to work with such great 
people? How do we have such… How did this happen?”  

  I get to work with such great people. So, when I think about 
something like this podcast, you know, I remember the 
conversation about trying to think more creatively about 
professional development. How can we offer our part-time 
[faculty] stuff that, you know, options for professional 
development that doesn’t make…doesn’t require them to come 
to campus again, an extra day during the week, and everything 
else.  

  So, I remember all of that and then I also just feel, like, it’s your 
thing and you pursued it. And it’s your innovation and the best 
that I could do was be certainly not to get in the way, but also 
see if there are ways in which I could be a source of support to 



help make it happen. But, you know, that’s really been...I mean, 
the best things—in the program—have been about faculty 
getting an idea and sort of running with it. You know? 

MARGENAU  Not to mention hooking us up with a sweet microphone.  

ARCURIO  The Snowball.  

MARGENAU  Without Jess, it would be us talking into our laptops. [Laughter 
by all] 

ARCURIO  Yeah, so you really kicked it off—so, thank you for that—for 
being very vulnerable and honest through the interview. I mean, 
I speak for myself—but I’m sure everyone else—when I say that 
we’ve always felt supported; you’ve always given us the birth to 
go there and to experiment and try new things. 

  And, I know that you’re really sort of, I think it’s part of your 
pedagogy and your personality, that you like vulnerability. Sort 
of like going there and trying things and opening up the 
experience. 

MARGENAU  Yeah, from when I was adjuncting here, for many years, before I 
was a full-timer, you know, I feel I brought you an idea and you 
were always, like, “Yes. Try that; do that. Forget the book.” She 
just didn’t want to talk to me [Laughter by all] 

ARCURIO  Exactly.  

MARGENAU  [Jokingly] “Just get out of my office” [Laughter by all] 

RESTAINO  That’s not true [Laughter] 

     

MARGENAU  No, but I feel like, it was …you know, it’s rare to definitely be in 
a program where that's encouraged a lot. Like, every idea was, 
“Try that. Yes. Do that. Experiment with That.” 

RESTAINO  I do try to play Devil’s advocate, sometimes, OK.  

MARGENAU  [Jokingly/mockingly] “Well, don’t do the podcast” or “Do it, if 
you want.” 

ARCURIO  The way she phrases it… [Laughter] 



RESTAINO  [Laughter] Well, the thing I want to say about this issue of 
vulnerability, which is so important. And, honestly, you know, as 
a human being, I am—it’s going to sound cliché—but it’s more 
than true is I am a work in progress and these are things that 
I’m working, you know, in my person—as a human being—not 
just as a professional. Actually, there’s a lot that’s easier for me, 
to do as a professional, than as a person, outside of that role.  

  Like, real life is… 

MARGENAU  Hard? 

RESTAINO  Hard. [Laughter by all] Livin’ ain’t easy. 

MARGENAU  The struggle is real.  

RESTAINO  [Laugher] But the thing about vulnerability, and I feel like I have 
learned this in the classroom, and I’ve learned this from my 
students, and then I work really hard as a way of trying to honor 
what my students have taught me, ways to bring this into my 
work with colleagues—into my collaborations—and also to give 
myself this challenge, which is—I think—that we are so 
fortunate to teach because in that role you are sometimes 
gifted with someone else’s struggle to learn. Right? 

  You are sometimes gifted, where another human being—who is 
really struggling—like, this thing that I’m trying to learn. Right? 
Like to write is, or to read critically, to read challenging texts 
critically, to ask a question, right, is really hard for me. And it’s 
extremely difficult, and, instead of shutting down or blowing it 
off, or making—like—I don’t really care about your class, right? I 
am actually going to present you with my struggle on the page. 

  I’m going to give it to you. And I’m going to share that with you. 
And that is intimate and so vulnerable, such a leap of faith…is 
such a gift for another human being to kind of…to share 
something like that. And, I feel like, in my work it’s over and 
over and over again that I am presented with these sorts of gifts 
from my students, you know, and not everybody, right?  

   Sometimes it's like, you know, I think that has to be respected, 
too; it’s all right. It’s cool. Like, you know when it happens and I 
do feel like it happens regularly. I am very much aware of it, and 
I am very honored and I feel like it’s not enough to just accept 
somebody’s gift, like that, but to say—you know—can I be that 
brave, too, in my own terms, you know, like, “What’s really hard 



for me, you know, and how can I recognize that in my 
colleagues?” 

  And, so, teaching, too, right? So that’s why when faculty come 
to me—and they’re kind of like—“Hey, Jess, I have this idea. 
What do you think about this? Or what do you think?” It’s about 
saying, “You know, I’m willing to kind of go out on a limb here. 
I’m willing to fail at something—you know—I’m willing to fail.”  

  Well, nothing great exists without that kind of underbelly, you 
know? And so, to me, I respond to that—you know—in the 
same way like, “Well, OK, you know, you want to try something. 
It’s usually an act of bravery and it’s usually a risk.” It’s usually 
some sort of vulnerability because, you know, we’ve all had 
things, you know, blow up in our faces in the classroom, right? 

  We’ve all had that moment, where we took a leap—on an 
assignment idea or whatever it is—and like, in real time, while 
you’re with your students, you’re kind of—your brain is going—
there’s this whole sort of meta and you’re like, “It’s not 
working. Nope that wasn’t…they didn’t…it didn’t land the way 
that I imagined.” [Laughter by all] 

MARGENAU  I feel that moment Thursday. I meant, Thursdays.   

RESTAINO  And so, you know, how awesome is it if we can have that 
moment in a classroom and actually identify it for students 
because they don't necessarily see it, right? 

  Like, we can really hide—you know—so, for us to be sort of like, 
OK, so this was my idea. This is what I was trying to do, here’s 
why I was trying to do it, and here’s how I’m feeling right now 
about, like, whether or not it’s working. These are the concerns 
that I have, and it’s—you know—you give them that, too.  

  So, yeah. So that’s what I wanted to say about that. I mean, in 
terms of my contribution as someone that I hope has 
encouraged faculty experimentation—you know—that’s 
definitely a part of where that comes from for me. 

ARCURIO  I experienced that with you, as leader of the program, and as a 
person I get that. And, then, also you were my professor in grad 
school. Do you remember that? [Laughter] 

RESTAINO  Of course. I remember where you sat… 

MARGENAU  Oh, yeah. I forgot about that.   



RESTAINO  Yeah, right in the front, Dayna. 

MARGENAU  That sounds like Dayna. 

RESTAINO  Oh yeah. 

MARGENAU  [Jokingly/mockingly] “Oh, professor. A question…” 

RESTAINO  No, no. Not, not…but she sat in the front.  

ARCURIO  Just quiet.  

RESTAINO  Quiet. 

MARGENAU  Quiet. 

ARCURIO  You actually hired me two weeks after I graduated my program. 
[Imitating Jess, at the time] “So, Arcurio. What do you want to 
do?’ 

RESTAINO  Did I say that? [Laughter] 

ARCURIO  I think so. Probably—that’s how it goes. So, it’s nice to have that 
connection and really happy to have you on the podcast and 
talking about this and letting us in. 

RESTAINO  It is exciting to think about people that I got to hire; some of the 
faculty that I’ve been fortunate enough to be involved in the 
hiring process—that’s cool. Sorry, I didn’t mean to cut you off.  

ARCURIO  No, no [problem]. So, for you, how has the department grown 
and what are you most proud of?  

RESTAINO  Oh my gosh. So, the department has gotten born [Laughter by 
all] 

MARGENAU  Its gotten born [Laughs] 

RESTAINO  So, I mean, it’s a radical change. Right? I mean, the first-year 
writing program was housed in the English department, and 
then we broke off, not just as a first-year writing program, but, 
very importantly, as a department of writing studies with the 
first-year writing program as its foundation. And so that split 
was a kind of extraordinary professional experience for me. 
Intimidating and frightening—and hard, at times—but also 
hopeful and exciting. I certainly wish my colleagues, in English, 
you know, the best and that they might kind of pursue their 



own growth areas, especially with us away, you know, so that 
we can kind of do that same work.  

ARCURIO  Of course.  

RESTAINO  And, so, there we were—January 2017—which is only a little 
over a year ago, right, as a new department of Writing Studies. 
So, I mean, it’s the…growth is still there; there's still so much 
unknown, you know, the growth is extraordinary.  

  We've welcomed a founding Chair, Ron Brooks, who I had the 
honor of helping to hire and now it’s about sort of building the 
thing and thinking about what it might look like and where it 
might go. We’ve already done a lot. But, you know, I think 
there’s so much ahead.  

  So, it’s just—you know—it’s been really, quite amazing. And, I 
have to say, that we were fortunate to have a Dean at the time, 
who saw that…who saw this vision of a free-standing Writing 
Studies Department, and who knows the field of Rhetoric and 
Composition. So, I think all those things came together. So, I 
mean, the growth question is—you know—it’s ongoing in mind, 
you know, it’s really ongoing.   

MARGENAU  So, I'm going to skip down on our talking points. So, what areas 
of growth would you like to see going forward, as you turn the 
reins of the program over? 

RESTAINO  So, Caroline Dadas—who’s my good friend—will be the next 
first-year writing program direct here at Montclair [State 
University]. And Caroline has definitely specific strength areas, 
where I am not as strong—for sure—and I think we’re going to 
see more innovations around the digital. We’ve done some of 
that and some of that has been, I mean, with Caroline’s you 
know collaboration—and both of you guys—have contributed 
immensely to that.  

  But, I think we’ll see kind of more of that sort of work, in first-
year writing and more of a kind of flow of thinking about digital 
composing and multimodalities, as a kind of way to think—not 
just on the first year, but to think about the first-year writing 
experience as, also, a kind of launching pad into other work in 
the major. You know, that’s forthcoming—knock on wood.  

  So that’s the first…so, I’m excited to kind of see how that can 
[develop]. And then, for me, in terms of what I….what sorts of 
growth I’d like to continue to see—I would like to continue to 



see the development of faculty governance…I would like to see 
continued evolution of our teaching positions, and, you know, 
the options for job security for our full-time faculty. And, you 
know, so those are all really important things that I think as 
those…and I’m hopeful about those things and so I think those 
things continue to sort of settle and take root.  

  I think we’ll continue to also see more innovations, in our 
program, particularly drawing on the strengths that many of our 
faculty have around the creative arts, and, in terms of thinking 
about the kinds of texts that students produce in really—sort 
of—expansive ways. We have forged new relationships with The 
School of Business, and new relationships with The School of 
Science and Mathematics, and so, I like to see…I’m hopeful 
about seeing those relationships grow from the first year, you 
know, as a place to begin and then onwards. So, that’s 
something that I’m…I’m really excited about. 

ARCURIO  That’s a great way to also kind of lead into this [next question], 
which is a fill in the blank for you. So, Jess, fill in the blank… 

RESTAINO  Is this a MadLibs? 

ARCURIO  It is… 

MARGENAU  Chocolate chip muffins are…blank 

ARCURIO  A verb ending in ‘ing’… [Laughter] 

RESTAINO  A verb ending in ‘ing’? Oh, Dayna! Oh boy. A verb ending in 
‘ing’. OK. [Laughter by all] 

MARGENAU  The Write Mode MadLibs… 

ARCURIO  We should have one [Laughter] Fill in the blank for us: Students 
should know that first-year writing faculty are … 

RESTAINO  OK. So the word I want to use is loving. [Laughter] 

ARCURIO  That can be taken in a totally different way [Laughter] 

RESTAINO  But I want to qualify that because I don’t mean to say that we’re 
going to go easy on anyone. And, you know, cradle people 
because I think that underserves—and it doesn’t speak to what 
we really do—but I actually really have spent a lot of time 
thinking…”Funny, I’ve spent a bunch of time thinking about this. 
Glad you asked.” [Laughter by all] 



MARGENAU  [Jokingly] We thought you might ask this question…  

   [Laughter by all] 

RESTAINO  I actually have—you know—and, when I say loving, I am talking 
about intellectual devotion and intellectual energy. And, I’m 
talking about, you know, as a kind of …that teaching work that is 
loving is about sort of being willing to kind of go over something 
with your students and being willing to kind of engage them and 
being willing to do the work necessary to sort of challenge 
them. 

  So, I think that’s what I mean by that. And the other thing that I 
mean, when I used the word loving is what I was talking about 
before, which is about risk and vulnerability, which is like that 
we have faculty who are willing—who are loving enough—of 
the work that they do and have our students here at Montclair 
[State University] that they are also willing to, say, “Hey. You 
know, I want to try this new thing and here’s why.” 

  You know, “I’ve been noticing that you…we’ve been struggling, 
in this way, and so I have this idea as opposed to, you know, it’s 
not quite working. But I’m going to sort of put my head down 
and plow through the semester…[it] has got to end at some 
point.”  

  I think…really, my feeling is when we get faculty together, and 
they start talking about what they do, it’s very uplifting because 
I hear so much of that sort of work to try to problem solve. Or, 
here’s an idea I had, so, when I say loving, I don’t mean that 
we’re ball of fluff at all. 

ARCURIO  [Jokingly] Henry. 

RESTAINO  Henry, maybe. [Laughter] In fact, it’s a different kind of thing 
[but also] extremely important. So, I hope that’s an OK kind of 
answer. 

ARCURIO  That’s perfect. Great. 

MARGENAU  Not to knock any of us fluffy profs…fluffed out for students. 

ARCURIO  I’m mushy. I admit, I’m mushy. 

MARGENAU  You’re a mush. 

    



RESTAINO  [Laughter] Yeah. I am, too, actually. It’s funny because, yeah, 
well, it’s funny—sometimes—when a student…I really try not to 
freak them out—you know—as, like, a general rule, you know.  

  But, sometimes, when I am, like, conferencing with a student—
and they have made a big leap forward, you know, and a big 
change, or they’re really trying to figure something out, or 
they’re trying to talk it to me in a way that you can see that 
they’re really working. You know, I do—sometimes—I can 
sometimes get a little bit… 

MARGENAU  Misty 

RESTAINO  Misty. You know? [Laughter] This poor student, you know, is 
like, “What is happening…to this person?” You know, and I’m 
just like, “No, it’s…I just…this is great, just like, you know…” 

ARCURIO  “I need a minute” [Laughs] 

MARGENAU  “I’m getting verklempt” [Laughter] 

RESTAINO  Yeah. And so that does happen sometimes. But, yeah, so that’s 
what I would say, and I hope that that makes it…I hope I’ve 
done enough to qualify it. 

MARGENAU  Yeah, I mean that’s also speaks to the vulnerability issue. Like, 
I’m just too stonewalled to let myself be that vulnerable. I 
haven’t gotten there, yet, I’m pretty vulnerable but, I mean, 
that’s really hard… 

RESTAINO  it’s very hard; it’s really hard. Oh, yeah; totally hard. 

MARGENAU  I've definitely had engagements, where I couldn’t write in, like, 
my annoyance [Laughter] Maybe I shouldn’t as much, but that’s 
a vulnerable moment—too—just kind of, like, you can’t leave it 
at the door.    

RESTAINO  That’s true. It’s true. And I think there are way to actually make 
that accessible—in productive ways—for students to say, you 
know, “I’m feeling frustrated right now and here’s why”. You 
know? And one of the reasons could be, you know, “Listen. I 
really care about this work, you know, this work is important to 
me. I’ve put a lot into this, you know, kind of thing” and this 
kind of meeting them…inviting them to meet you in a human 
place. 



ARCURIO  And [vulnerability] comes through in so many other ways—even 
in your prep for class—what you put in every week, when you 
go in or make connections. Like, I always ask my class: “So, how 
are we doing today, team? How are we doing?’ I like to use 
more inclusive rhetoric, and, usually, say, “Hey, smart people.” 
I’ll usually address them that way, you know, if I feel that sense 
of connection with the class. And, so, that’s a really good 
jumping off point and say, let’s try something.  

  It’s also a lot of what they students are willing to embrace—on 
that end—it’s not just about wat we bring…whether or not 
they’re a willing audience… 

MARGENAU  I was going to say we were talking about vulnerability, before, 
like when you’re vulnerable in front of a class, and they’re 
receptive, and they’re really rooting for you—it’s a great 
moment. But, then there’s also the classes, where you’re like, 
“Oh, the projector’s not working and I’m like”… their faces are 
like… “What is this? Just teach us.” 

ARCURIO  But that teaches them something—you shouldn’t see us as 
always prepared, even though we project that image. And that 
it’s OK to have that sense of: we’re human! [Laughter] 

RESTAINO  Yeah. And I think what you were talking about before, Dayna, 
about this sort of “we’re going to try something idea”, right? I 
mean, first of all, absolutely, I agree and I try to practice this 
regularly, which is a kind of language about us, are, and we.  

  Like, this is our class, and the class needs to become a 
collaborative project, and its best iteration anyway, right? And 
so then that happens, I think when you’re trying to innovate in 
the classroom, particularly in first-year writing class, where it’s 
hardest, some of the hardest teaching work that you can really 
do, you are asking something of the relationship that you’ve 
built with them. So it’s not you just up there being, like, “What 
I’m going to do”, but, you know, rather there’s something I 
thought we could try and here’s why.  

  “Let’s see how this goes”, you know, and it’s a project that you 
share together. And you’re in collaboration with each other—
you’re in relationship with each other for that semester. 

ARCURIO  And, I feel like there should be, sort of a trust that develops; you 
don’t always get it. Of course, you know, you’ll have certain 
learning communities, or students, maybe who aren’t always 
receptive to that and that is something we can take away. But 



have that trust of saying, “I’m supporting you no matter what 
the grade looks like, no matter your progress, I’m in support of 
you. So, we’re kind of in this together, and I’ve always like that 
community sense.” 

RESTAINO  And, one of the ways that you do that is you never humiliate a 
student in the classroom, ever. You know, and you really have 
to...I mean, sometimes you actually—we—have to really think 
about that because it can be really subtle. It can seem like we 
didn't even know. And you'd have no idea just how much you 
flatten that, you know, 19-year-old person. 

ARCURIO  I try to look at it as, like, if I find some kind of energy in the 
classroom that students feel embarrassed in any way, I usually 
tend to absorb it by making fun of myself—I turn it towards me 
and just sort of say, “When I was a writer, listen to this story…” 
to turn it around.  

  And, again, I think you allow them to see how human you are. 
Even when I’m doing one-on-one conferences, I’ll usually say, 
“This is such a common [writing] issue that we see all the time. 
It doesn’t surprise me [you’re having difficulty]. Here’s some 
tools, or this is what I used to do” and just allow and leverage 
that as a way to trust one-on-one for them to open up and say, 
“Professor, I’ve had the worst day. I’ve had the worst 
experience with this project. But, I’m really trying.”  

RESTAINO  Yeah. And, you know, and, there are many ways to engage 
students in the one-on-one conference. But in that open space 
of the classroom—particular—you know, we were just talking 
about how you took one of my graduate classes, like, years ago 
and you can identify as, I mean, I remember you as engaged, 
but quiet. Right? 

  I think for our quiet students, you know, we need to also 
recognize that the decision to speak in a full class space is this 
really, you know, it is this big moment—you know—as the 
teacher, it’s like your opportunity to welcome this contribution 
and it’s your responsibility to handle that contribution with 
care. Even if, and I know as teachers we’ve all had this 
experience, where, like, sometimes a student says something 
and I didn’t see that coming.  

  It wasn't part of my vision for where we were going. I'm trying 
to figure out how to make use of it, you know? And I take that 
as my job is to figure that out. And I, you know, I think I make 
use of the board a lot because when I sort of need that 
scaffolding for myself, to be able to kind of see the ideas taking 



shape and figuring out how they fit, but also to find a way to try 
to honor that contribution that a student just made. You know? 
By putting it there, even if I don’t yet know where it’s going to 
go… 

  I mean, unless they told me to go screw, I’m going to put it on 
the board [Laughter by all] 

ARCURIO  You could write that up there; quote it [Laughter] 

RESTAINO  [Laughter] I mean, yeah, I could even write it. Like, “Restaino, I 
hate your class.” OK!  

ARCURIO  [Laughter] 

RESTAINO  We’ll see if this fits. We’ll see how maybe this will make sense 
at some point. You know? But, you know, usually it’s my…I feel 
that’s my job is to carry this contribution, you know, and to see 
how it might fit.  

MARGENAU  I did a class, when I was adjuncting at Fairleigh Dickinson 
[University], one semester—randomly had taught, like, The 
Freshman Experience type of class. I don’t know how I get into 
that, but it was, like, mutiny every day. And how I broke the wall 
down, with the students—because we had…like, I never taught 
I, the person who was training us to teach it was not a professor 
or something from, like, campus life—who wrote this book 
about dumb goals, or something like, … 

RESTAINO  Dumb goals… 

ARCURIO  [Laughter]  

MARGENAU  I think the book was called Dumb, Old Goals, and it was kind of 
like one of those kind of achievement books and the students 
weren’t having it. And then the moment came, when I said, 
“OK. You know, I started making a list on the board: let’s talk 
about why this class is bullshit.”   

ARCURIO  [Laughter] Because you’re teaching it, right? 

MARGENAU  “Why do you think this class isn’t useful to you?” And we kind of 
commiserated over like, “OK. Book is not that good. OK. Why? 
What do you think you’re getting? What would you like to get 
form the class? What’s the most important thing?” And that 
was a great moment, where we just listed outrageous things 
like that on the board. And I commiserate with them by saying, 



“All right, let’s all get on the same page and turn this class into 
what we want to do. I’ve never taught it. You’ve never taken it. 
What can we do with this class?” 

RESTAINO  Yeah. To make that shift, right? I mean, you don’t want to sort 
of align yourself as just a peer, right? Like, “Yeah, I don’t get 
why you have to take this, either. Like, I hate it, too.” But, 
absolutely, I love that example because what you can do is sort 
of create a safe space for their frustration and then think 
together about, “OK, but we’re here now and I’m committed to 
this and so how can we learn together? What can we learn 
together? What do you need to know?”  

  So, I think that’s a really…kind of a nice use of that… 

ARCURIO  What skills can you transfer out, or would work for you? I 
usually phrase it that way: “What do you need?” 

RESTAINO   “What do you need?” Yeah.  

ARCURIO  How do we help you find your way in[to the course]? I usually 
say: “Find your way in” more than anything else, any project.  

  So, we know we have to get you out of here… 

MARGENAU  “So, Henry shut up.” [Jokingly] 

ARCURIO  Yeah. Henry, shut up. [Jokingly] 

RESTAINO  Well, this is so—like—lovely of you guys. Thank you so much for 
having me in. It’s really nice to think about this… 

ARCURIO  So, this is more Henry’s question. Henry, do you want to speak 
to this?  

MARGENAU  The second one listed…? Oh, OK. I’ll read it, as Dayna altered my 
sentence: “Looking back at your tenure…” 

ARCURIO  That was the title…your question is below it. [Laughter] 

MARGENAU  Let me preface my question with a title: “Looking back at your 
tenure… 

RESTAINO  This is Dayna. Dayna revised it… [Laughter by all] 

MARGENAU  [Reading verbatim] “Looking back at your tenure, Q, colon…Do 
you have unfinished business as director of the program?  



RESTAINO  Oh. Wow! 

ARCURIO  This is a loaded question. Unfinished business… 

MARGENAU  And I said, “Dayna, should I ask this question?” She’s like, “Oh, 
yeah; it’s fine”. Now she’s like, “Oh, why’d you ask that 
Margenau?” [Jokingly; mockingly]  

RESTAINO  No, no, no. Of course!  

MARGENAU  Now she’s hearing it and making a face [jokingly] 

ARCURIO  Well, now I’m hearing it again; that was a half hour ago [Laughs] 

RESTAINO  No, it’s a great question and…absolutely. Of course I have 
unfinished business.  

MARGENAU  Like, particular unfinished business? [Laughter] 

ARCURIO  [Jokingly] Where are the bodies buried? [Laughter by all] 

MARGENAU  How is the sausage made? [Laughter] Tell us. 

RESTAINO  [Laughter] I have been thinking about this because there’s a lot, 
you know? Some of it is, I’m not ready to hand the program 
over yet because I feel like it’s not…I mean, when I hand the 
program over, I need to have done sort of enough 
organizational work, you know, so, like, I have…so that’s one 
thing that right now, and this is kind of a lesson interesting, but I 
very true, which is—you know—I’m not great organizationally. I 
know where stuff is, but it’s like kind of my own system. 

  But, if I was to pass it onto someone else, including especially 
someone I like and care about, it would be hard to navigate 
some of it. And, so I really need before, I hand the program 
over—before Caroline [Dadas] takes the reins—I need to do 
some organizational work so that she can kind of navigate 
everything that's there. And, you know, because I've produced 
so many documents in particular, like, accumulated documents 
over the years.  

MARGENAU  What did [Donald] Rumsfeld call them? Snowflakes? [Laughter] 

RESTAINO  But, then, in other sorts of unfinished business, yes, there are 
things…and, actually, we were just talking about this in the past 
at the first-year writing committee. And, you know, I think as 
the program—as we have moved to the Department of Writing 



Studies—and as we’re making this kind of shift—I mean, I think 
many of us have questions about, “OK, so how is the two-
course, first-year sequence changing, right?” How should these 
courses change? Should these courses change? What’s their 
relationship to each other? How are they different from each 
other?” Right?   

  So, I’m really sort of making some room to do that work. I see 
that as a kind of evolution of our work. I see it as not a simple 
fix. I think it’s a kind of ongoing, and we have folks who are 
experiment and we have that’s been going on for a couple 
years, but, we can’t yet kind of collectively answer those 
questions.  

  It feels, kind of like unfinished business, for me. Like, I know 
that my term is going to end, and we’re still going to be not 
entirely sure, like, how should these courses change, how 
should the second writing course be different now that we’re a 
department of writing studies and, you know, then what does it 
mean to try to have a first-year writing course that actually, you 
know, sort of has its tentacles into all aspects of the institution. 
Right? 

  For our students who are going to major in the social sciences 
and the arts and the hard sciences and business and, you know, 
the humanities and so how do we need to think about that? 
And, I realized, you know, that feels like unfinished business. 

  It feels like it has to be unfinished because I know that it's a kind 
of ongoing thing, but it is also a little bit of a frustration for me 
because, as a program director, I want to answer, I want to offer 
an answer, and I want to offer an assurance. But I know that the 
answer is I'm actually not only an evolutionary one, but also a 
kind of a collaborative one, so it's going to have to keep going. 
But I feel a little bit, you know, unfinished with that. I feel like I 
don't have a good answer for our faculty, yet. And, I wish that as 
I was going, you know, my term is ending, I could say, “So, the 
difference between College Writing I and Writing II is…and, you 
know, here is the kind of …here’s a set of approaches to College 
Writing II that represent the changes to being in a new 
department it’s going to keep evolving, beyond my tenure.” 
So… 

ARCURIO  And, even providing the questions, unpacks so many more 
potential and opportunity—so that’s just as important. I don’t 
know that having the answers is the answer. But opening up 
more lines of opportunity makes sense. So, you’re not leaving 



completely, you’re changing over to become the Director of 
[Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies Program].  

  Question: Will you miss Henry? Be honest; it’s okay to say no.  

RESTAINO  [Laughter] I will miss Henry, as my role as director; I will miss 
Henry’s presence.  

MARGENAU  And his problems… [Laughter] 

RESTAINO  But, I trust that I will still get to talk to Henry, even though I’m 
not in the program director.  

MARGENAU  I’m everywhere.  

ARCURIO  He is everywhere. So, are we ready to wrap? 

MARGENAU  Yeah. So, thank you so much for joining us. 

RESTAINO  Oh, it’s my pleasure. Thank you for having me. 

MARGENAU  I’m glad that we go to do a nice, thorough debrief, before 
you’re moving over. We wish you the best in your new position, 
and, you know, we know where you live here—we’ll swing by 
your office… 

RESTAINO   Yeah. I’m just…I’m in the same building as you.  

ARCURIO  Thank you so much for the support and the guidance and the 
leadership and the vulnerability and the ability to take risks… 

MARGENAU  And the microphone… 

ARCURIO  And the microphone… 

   [Laughter by all] 

ARCURIO  And the half eaten muffin… 

RESTAINO  Oh, I’m going to finish my muffin [Laughter] 

ARCURIO  It’s a little unfinished business… 

MARGENAU  [the leftover muffin] That is the unfinished business: the rest of 
that muffin! [Laughter by all] 

RESTAINO  Oh, I’m going to finish this muffin… 



MARGENAU  So, that was a great interview; we talked about everything. We 
talked about pedagogy, we've talked about empathy, we talked 
about muffins. I can smell that, but I’m going to open this 
blueberry muffin, while we’re talking. Smells so good. 

ARCURIO  That’s the one I was going for. No, alright, we’ll split it. 

MARGENAU  Can I take this crusty part right here? 

ARCURIO  Yeah. I don’t eat that part.  

MARGENAU  So, we had a great time with Jess; she did leave us some extra 
muffins to eat—so that’s awesome. So, I’m going to actually 
read a quote from Jess’s book, First-Semester, that was 
published in 2012. 

  “The blank page awaits the writer’s first sentence, while new 
teachers, charged with the task of getting students to write and 
navigate new graduate programs themselves are largely 
untrained, unsure of their responsibilities, and equipped with 
the syllabus that they did not design and perhaps a list of 
pedagogical procedures they do not understand. The first 
semester is more of a day to day, keeping afloat than it is a 
carefully constructed planned course.” 

  And, I think that’s, you know, that encapsulates a lot of what 
Jess talked about—you know—about having empathy for 
students, of connecting on this level that we’re all kind of in this 
together; we are vulnerable. We are human beings ourselves… 

ARCURIO  And, not just in the context of graduate students, but, again, for 
the students, for the instructor. When we were talking to Lisa 
Blankenship, on a previous episode—about participation and 
what that looks like and whether the teachers are really green 
or the most experienced—things change from day to day in 
classroom, and as much as you plan—to that quote—things can 
sometimes go awry or go really well. And you improvise, you 
kind of feel out how the class is going, but being open to that 
opportunity and not necessarily strictly adhering to the syllabus 
or what you had planned that day can make all the difference in 
kind of going off and having a great discussion about 
composition, or where students feel they are.  

   

    



MARGENAU  Yeah. Definitely. So, I'm Dayna, what are you into this week? 
What are you up to? Aside from, I just found out about Dayna. I 
didn't know this—as we’re stuffing out faces—but Dayna is not 
a top of the muffin person.   

ARCURIO  I'm not. Well, listen, I'm not really a muffin person to begin 
with, but we did buy them for Jess… 

MARGENAU  And here we are committing carb-icide, as she leaves. 
[Laughter] 

ARCURIO  We’re recording at 8:30a this morning, which is earlier than 
usual, but… 

MARGENAU  Right. But have you ever seen that Seinfeld episode? 

ARCURIO  No, I don’t watch the show; I don’t like it. 

MARGENAU  We’ll edit that part out that she doesn’t like Seinfeld. 

ARCURIO  No, just include it.  

MARGENAU  The whole episode is where Elaine is talking about how she just 
pulls the tops off muffins, when she buys them, because that’s 
the best part—it’s all people like to eat. This guy ends up 
opening a restaurant called Top of the Muffin that just sells 
muffin tops. 

ARCURIO  How ironic. Yeah. 

MARGENAU  Ironic that you don’t like muffin tops.  

ARCURIO  No, I don’t like them. No. [Laughs] Let me just stop there, 
but…So, I don’t really like muffins. I’m just picking…but it’s a 
blueberry muffin, which I don’t really like either, but you know, 
beggars… 

MARGENAU  I wonder how loud my chewing sounds… 

ARCURIO  I can only imagine…but, what was the point? Anyway, so, yeah, 
that’s what you’re learning about me. I don’t really like muffins.  

MARGENAU  So, what are you into? What are you doing this week? 

ARCURIO  So, I’m really looking forward to fall 2018, believe it or not.  

MARGENAU  What’s wrong with you?  



ARCURIO  I know. Well, I’m on the Public and Professional Writing 
Committee and so we’ve been prepping for registration, which 
is happening this week, and so we’ve been thinking a lot about 
courses running in the fall. How best to promote them, and I 
had to write a blurb because we didn’t even have one for this 
one course that we’re laying out for the first time in the fall 
called [WRIT 209] Visual Rhetoric and Writing and I’m teaching 
it.  

  And so I had to write up a blurb about, you know, what sort of 
practices are we borrowing—writing and graphic design—as 
you know is my background, among other things, and so just 
kind of thinking of projects and what the class structure might 
look like.  

  So, I’ve been really doing a study of OK, what pieces of even 
digital composition—when I teach the course—do I want to 
focus on? So I want to make it more of a course, where we can 
enjoy and digest some of the elements of visual rhetoric, writing 
about them, and then also producing them. So, I’ve been hard 
at work dreaming up this potential syllabus.  

MARGENAU  That just reminded—Jen Johnson, if you’re listening, that just 
reminded me—I’m teaching a PPW course WRIT 290 
Collaboration and Coauthoring, in the fall, and Jen Johnson 
emailed and said, “Hey, if you’re teaching a class. Can you write 
a blurb?” And I was like, “Yeah!” And then I totally didn’t, so I 
have to do that …maybe today.  

ARCURIO  Actually, that’s…actually in my department…because I was 
putting out the new flyers… 

MARGENAU  Oh! How awkward this is for me… 

ARCURIO  And I noticed Margenau didn’t have one, and so I had to use the 
course description one. So, thank you, Henry.  

MARGENAU  Wait, so the flyers are already out with the course…? 

ARCURIO  Flyers are already out. I redesigned them; I put in a QR code on, 
for the first time. We’ve never had anything like that before, for 
marketing purposes, and so it’s really easy—and accessible—for  
students to find out who we are—First-Year Writing and PPW—
information and courses and everything. 

MARGENAU  Well, I’m sure it’ll be fine…I feel like my… 



ARCURIO  That’s OK, Henry, I cleaned up your mess.  

MARGENAU  That’s what you’re here for… 

ARCURIO  That’s what I’m here for… [Laughter] 

MARGENAU  I never taught the class before, so I imagine my goals are going 
to be in line with what the course goals are already. Like, it’s a 
new thing for me, so I think that’s fine… 

ARCURIO  I think you’d be great. And, actually, I was talking to Ron 
[Brooks], our Chair, about how we look at faculty not only their 
requests for teaching, within the minor, but who we also think 
fits sort of that personality; who can sort of be a cheerleader for 
the PPW, as we all grow. It benefits all of us, and, you know, you 
were definitely named. I was like, “Oh, Henry; he has a lot of 
enthusiasm for it”… 

MARGENAU  Call him. He’ll bring his pom-poms.   

ARCURIO  Yeah. You know, he’ll bring muffins—that kind of thing.  

MARGENAU  Give me a P, another P, and also a W. What’s that spell? Public 
and Professional Writing… 

ARCURIO  Yeah. It does. OK, so Henry would be great at it. So, just make 
me proud. Don’t make me regret my choice. 

MARGENAU  I already screwed up by not doing that paragraph there.  

ARCURIO  Pretty much. You’re skating on thin ice with me, so far… 

MARGENAU  So, I mean, how do you expect me to ever learn, if I always have 
the Dayna safety net to clean up my mess? 

ARCURIO  That’s, like, my whole life: the Dayna safety net. Cleaning up 
other peoples’ messes. 

 MARGENAU  I feel like that would be a great self-help book series. 

ARCURIO  That’s what I’m going to put out. I’m going to retire to Lake 
George and just write my books and that’s it.  

MARGENAU  On our next episode we'll be talking to Ron Brooks. The current 
Chair of the Department of Writing Studies—our inaugural 
Chair—about his first year on the job and what he’s been up to. 
I assume no good; he seems like kind of a bad seed.  



ARCURIO  He sort of fist-pounded with me yesterday, when we were at an 
awards dinner. So, he’s cool people.  

MARGENAU  Was it like a real…or a Midwestern first-pound? 

ARCURIO  No, I mean; he initiated it. So, I’m like, “Yeah, I’ll meet you 
halfway”. We were laughing and joking. I learned a lot about 
him at the PPW committee meetings, so we’re pretty tight now.   

MARGENAU  He has pinball in his office, too. 

ARCURIO  No kidding! 

MARGENAU  It’s like a cardboard pinball; I don’t know.  

ARCURIO  I love that; it’s multimodal. 

MARGENAU  And, you know, our season does not necessarily end with the 
semester. We have a few things on the horizon for May, so stay 
tuned for that. 

ARCURIO  And don’t forget our website information… 

MARGENAU  Our website information. Why don’t you tell them muffin face 
[Laughter by all] 

ARCURIO  [Laughter] Muffin face, I like that. All right, so questions or 
suggestions? Write us at thewritemodepodcast@gmail.com  

  Visit our website for archived episodes at 
writemodepodcast.com 

  Follow us on Twitter @thewritemode or Facebook at 
facebook.com/thewritemodepodcast 

  Download and listen along to us on iTunes and GooglePlay  

RESTAINO  No, you’re very nice, too, Henry—I would love to have part of a 
muffin—I can’t just…I probably can’t eat a whole one.  
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